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thanks for your answer, and about comatose, i don't really feel bad about it. in fact i
am very glad i have such fanbase, and i was really worried that i'm the only one
playing it. if people would have no love for this game, that would be sad for me.
welcome to the f&h discord, ryanh!i hope you will be happy with the place!if you

would like to know more about things related to f&h, feel free to join us in the
discord! it's the best community i ever saw in my long da history. i'm glad i've

joined there and i'm looking forward to having you there as well! also since you're
new to f&h, let me briefly tell you about some things. back when termina was being

worked on as a project, the discord community became quite active. that
community was later split into the 70s and the 80s because the 80s team wanted to
put more focus on that subcommunities. i personally find that a good thing because
i'd rather post here when i have an opinion on something and i think a larger part of
people here could be coming here for something related to the 80s rather than the

entire community. and i could be right :)now since f&h is being worked on in the
70s, and mostly the 70s discord community is doing that, we are planning to

continue that. well we do have the idea to release f&h updates every once in a
while which we call "episodes" and then the community itself will pick up and

continue the main story in the 80s as per usual but also the other games of the
series. we plan to add more content to the game, and to come up with sidequests in
that regard. it's not a campaign per se, it's more like what happens in a campaign

with some open world features. (unfortunately i cannot discuss it further as that's all
part of a project that's not open yet, but i will do my best to explain it.)and of course

there will be more epics to release. our epic games get less and less as the f&h
series goes on. we could call them even "arcs" if they are a bit more focused on
specific characters. or we could call them epics if they keep growing in scale and
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detail.oh and don't think that f&h is with the deusex fetish of having a pervasively
conspiracy theory setting. the setting is mysterious and mysteries unfold. the

players form their own opinions and make their own theories. it's a game about
investigating mysteries and uncovering a truth if there is one. and our characters

are a bit more than just investigative characters. they will have their own stories to
uncover, too.
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